PLEASE JOIN US IN SUPPORTING HOUSE BILL 2021C FOR 100% CLEAN ENERGY FOR ALL

Dear Colleagues,

The above organizations represent the coalition in strong support of House Bill 2021C, the 100% Clean Energy for All bill. Oregon’s environmental justice organizations, consumer advocates, electric utilities, rural economic development organizations, clean energy and environmental advocates, organized labor, and businesses have come together with policymakers to craft a smart, equitable and beneficial clean energy policy for Oregon. The bill is both ambitious and practical, well-vetted, and contains strong protections to ensure Oregonians have stable energy bills and reliable power as we make this transition to clean energy.

HB 2021C builds on existing energy policy to ensure Oregon’s electricity is generated from clean energy and carbon-free resources like solar and wind energy by 2040. The bill provides an opportunity for Oregon to attract renewable energy investments to our state, create good-paying jobs in the clean energy sector, and reduce air and climate pollution, all in an equitable way for Oregon’s communities. It will lead to economic development and clean energy projects throughout Oregon, a vital component of our state’s economic recovery.

For all these reasons, we are enthusiastic about the bill and the many opportunities it provides. We respectfully ask for your support and a yes vote on HB 2021C.

From the Desk of Representative Khanh Pham
Khanh Pham
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